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Abstract
We study the biased (2 : b) Walker–Breaker games, played on the edge set of the
complete graph on n vertices, Kn. These games are a variant of the Maker–Breaker
games with the restriction that Walker (playing the role of Maker) has to choose her
edges according to a walk. We look at the two standard games – the Connectivity
game and the Hamilton Cycle game and show that Walker can win both games even
when playing against Breaker whose bias is of the order of magnitude n/ lnn.
1 Introduction
We study Walker–Breaker games, a variant of the well-known Maker–Breaker positional
games, recently introduced by Espig, Frieze, Krivelevich and Pegden in [5]. Given two
positive integers, a and b, a finite set X and F ⊆ 2X , in the biased (a : b) Maker–Breaker
game (X,F), two players, Maker and Breaker take turns in claiming previously unclaimed
elements of X until all of them are claimed. When there is no risk of confusion and X is
known, we use only F to denote the game (X,F). Maker wins the game F if, by the end of
the game, she claims all elements of some F ∈ F . Breaker wins otherwise. Maker–Breaker
games are one of the most studied representatives of the positional games and more about
these games and some others can be found in [1, 9].
We are interested in the Maker–Breaker games played on the edge set of the complete
graph on n vertices, Kn, where the winning sets are some graph-theoretic structures, like
spanning trees, Hamilton cycles, triangles, etc. In particular, we look at two standard
games: the Connectivity game, Tn, and the Hamilton Cycle game, Hn. In the Connectivity
game Tn, Maker’s goal is to make a spanning tree in her graph, and in the Hamilton Cycle
game Hn, Maker’s aim is to make a Hamilton cycle in her graph. When a = b = 1 it
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is known that Maker can win easily in both of the games (see [14, 8, 10]) and in fact in
most of the standard graph games on Kn, for sufficiently large n. That motivated the
study of the biased (1 : b) games, first introduced in the seminal paper of Chva´tal and
Erdo˝s [3]. In the same paper, Chva´tal and Erdo˝s observed that Maker–Breaker games are
bias monotone. That means that if the (1 : b) game is a Breaker’s win for some value of
b, then the (1 : b + 1) game is also a Breaker’s win. This property enabled the definition
of the threshold bias of the game (X,F), which is the unique integer bF such that for all
values of b < bF , the (1 : b) game (X,F) is a Maker’s win and for all values b ≥ bF , the
(1 : b) game (X,F) is a Breaker’s win. Coming back to the game Tn, combining the results
of Gebauer and Szabo´ in [7] and Chva´tal and Erdo˝s [3] gives that bTn = Θ
(
n
lnn
)
. Also, the
results of Krivelevich in [13] and Chva´tal and Erdo˝s [3] imply that the threshold bias in
the Hamilton Cycle game Hn is bHn = Θ
(
n
lnn
)
. So, in both games the threshold bias is of
the same order of magnitude.
Imagine that instead of playing perfectly, our two players (whom we will now refer to
as RandomMaker and RandomBreaker to make a distinction), in the biased (1 : b) game
select the edges of Kn uniformly at random. The graph obtained by RandomMaker at the
end of the game is a random graph G(n,
(
n
2
)
· 1
b+1
). Random graph G(n,M) with n labelled
vertices andM edges is asymptotically almost surely connected (a.a.s. for brevity), i.e. with
probability tending to 1 as n tends to infinity, when M > 1/2n lnn and a.a.s. disconnected
when M < 1/2n lnn (see e.g. [11]). Similar situation is with Hamiltonicity: the transition
in random graph G(n,M) happens around M ≈ 1/2n lnn (see [2, 12]). This leads to the
conclusion that the transition in both random Connectivity game and random Hamilton
Cycle game played by RandomMaker and RandomBreaker happens around b′ ≈ n
lnn
. In
other words, for b′ < (1− o(1)) n
lnn
the graph G(n,
(
n
2
)
· 1
b+1
) obtained by RandomMaker by
the end of the random game is a.a.s. connected and contains a Hamilton cycle, and Ran-
domMaker a.a.s. wins. On the other hand, for b′ > (1 + o(1)) n
lnn
, the graph G(n,
(
n
2
)
· 1
b+1
)
obtained by RandomMaker by the end of the random game is a.a.s. disconnected and con-
sequently does not contain a Hamilton cycle, and therefore a.a.s. RandomBreaker wins in
both of the games. This is exactly the order of magnitude of the threshold bias in the game
Tn and Hn when both players play optimally. This interesting phenomenon of coinciding
of the order of magnitude of the threshold biases in both optimal and random games, first
observed in [3], is known as the probabilistic intuition or Erdo˝s paradigm. Therefore, both
the Connectivity game and the Hamilton Cycle game satisfy the probabilistic intuition.
Now, as mentioned at the beginning, we are interested in the Walker–Breaker games,
where Walker (playing the role of Maker) is restricted by the way of choosing her edges.
Namely, she has to choose her edges according to a walk, i.e. for her starting position v she
can choose any vertex, and when it is her turn to play, she can claim any edge vw incident
to v not previously claimed by Breaker (but it can be previously claimed by herself). After
that, the vertex w becomes her current position. The study of this type of games was
initiated by Espig, Frieze, Krivelevich and Pegden in [5] and further developments were
made by Clemens and Tran in [4]. In this paper we focus on the biased (2 : b) Walker–
Breaker games and more specifically, on two questions raised in [4]:
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Question 1.1 ([4], Problem 6.4). What is the largest bias b for which Walker has a strategy
to create a spanning tree of Kn in the (2 : b) Walker–Breaker game on Kn?
Question 1.2 ([4], Problem 6.5). Is there a constant c > 0 such that Walker has a strategy
to occupy a Hamilton cycle of Kn in the (2 :
cn
lnn
) Walker–Breaker game on Kn?
In this paper, we answer both questions, and obtain that in the biased (2 : b) version
of both Walker–Breaker games – the Connectivity and the Hamilton Cycle – the threshold
bias is of the order n
lnn
, which corresponds to the Maker–Breaker version of the games.
Moreover, it satisfies the probabilistic intuition.
To be able to answer the Question 1.1, we need the following two theorems. The first
one provides Walker’s winning strategy and gives the lower bound for the threshold bias
in the (2 : b) Walker–Breaker Connectivity game.
Theorem 1.3. For every 0 < ε < 1
4
and every large enough n, Walker has a strategy to
win in the biased (2 : b) Walker–Breaker Connectivity game played on Kn, provided that
b ≤
(
1
4
− ε
)
n
lnn
.
Theorem 1.4 gives the strategy of Breaker, providing the upper bound for the threshold
bias in the (2 : b) Connectivity game. Its proof is is very similar (actually almost identical)
to the proof of Theorem 3.1 by Chva´tal and Erdo˝s [3], as their proof can be easily adjusted
to comply with Walker–Breaker rules and Walker’s bias 2. For the completeness of the
paper, the proof of Theorem 1.4 is given in the Appendix.
Theorem 1.4. For every ε > 0 and b ≥ (1 + ε) n
lnn
, Breaker has strategy to win in the
(2 : b) Walker–Breaker Connectivity game on Kn, for large enough n.
The following theorem answers the Question 1.2 and gives the lower bound for the
threshold bias in the (2 : b) Walker–Breaker Hamilton Cycle game.
Theorem 1.5. There exists a constant α > 0 for which for every large enough n and
b ≤ α n
lnn
, Walker has a winning strategy in the (2 : b) Hamilton Cycle game played on Kn.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we list the tools necessary
for proving Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.5. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 1.3 and in
Section 4 we prove Theorem 1.5. Finally, in Section 5 we conclude with some remarks.
1.1 Notation
Our notation is standard and follows that of [17]. Specifically, we use the following.
For given graph G by V (G) and E(G) we denote its vertex set and edge set, respectively.
The order of graph G is denoted by v(G) = |V (G)|, and the size of the graph by e(G) =
|E(G)|.
Given two vertices x, y ∈ V (G) an edge in G is denoted by xy. Given a vertex x ∈ V (G),
we use dG(x) to denote the degree of vertex x in G. Assume that the Walker–Breaker game,
played on the edge set of graph G, is in progress. At any given moment during this game,
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we denote the graph spanned by Walker’s edges by W and the graph spanned by Breaker’s
edges by B. For some vertex v we say that it is visited by a player if he/she has claimed
at least one edge incident with v. A vertex is isolated/unvisited if no edge incident to it is
claimed. The edges in E(G \ (W ∪ B)) are called free.
Unless otherwise stated, we assume that Breaker starts the game, i.e. one round in the
game consists of a move by Breaker followed by a move of Walker.
Let n be a positive integer and let 0 < p < 1. The Erdo˝s-Re´nyi model G(n, p) is a
random subgraph G of Kn, constructed by retaining each edge of Kn in G independently
at random with probability p. We say that graph G(n, p) possesses a graph property P
asymptotically almost surely, or a.a.s., for brevity, if the probability that G(n, p) possesses
P tends to 1 as n goes to infinity. Throughout the paper, we will use the approximation∑n
i=1
1
i
≤ lnn+ 1.
2 Preliminaries
For the analysis of Walker’s winning strategy in the Connectivity game, we need the Box
game, first introduced by Chva´tal and Erdo˝s in [3]. The rules are as follows. The Box game
Box(k, t, a, 1) is played on k disjoint winning sets, whose sizes differ by at most 1, that
contain altogether t elements. The players in the Box game will be called BoxMaker and
BoxBreaker. BoxMaker claims a elements per move, while BoxBreaker claims 1 element
per move. BoxMaker wins if and only if she succeeds to claim all elements of some winning
set. Otherwise, BoxBreaker wins. Chva´tal and Erdo˝s in [3] defined the following recursive
function:
f(k, a) :=
{
0, k = 1⌊
k(f(k−1,a)+a)
k−1
⌋
, k ≥ 2.
The value of f(k, a) can be approximated as
(a− 1)k
k−1∑
i=1
1
i
≤ f(k, a) ≤ ak
k−1∑
i=1
1
i
.
The following theorem from [3] gives the criterion for BoxMaker’s win in Box(k, t, a, 1).
Theorem 2.1. ([3], the Box game criterion) Let a, k and t be positive integers.
BoxMaker has a winning strategy in Box(k, t, a, 1) if and only if t ≤ f(k, a).
In order to answer the Question 1.2, we need some statements related to local resilience
and random graphs.
Definition 2.2. [4] For n ∈ N, let P = P(n) be some graph property that is monotone
increasing, and let 0 ≤ ε, p = p(n) ≤ 1. Then P is said to be (p, ε)-resilient if a random
graph G ∼ G(n, p) a.a.s. has the following property: For every R ⊆ G with dR(v) ≤ εdG(v)
for every v ∈ V (G) it holds that G \R ∈ P.
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Next theorem provides a good bound on the local resilience of a random graph with respect
to the Hamiltonicity.
Theorem 2.3. [15] For every positive ε > 0, there exists a constant C = C(ε) such that
for p ≥ C lnn
n
, a graph G ∼ G(n, p) is a.a.s. such that the following holds. Suppose that H
is a subgraph of G for which G′ = G −H has minimum degree at least (1/2 + ε)np, then
G′ is Hamiltonian.
The proof of Theorem 1.5 will follow from Theorem 2.3 and the following statement which
we will prove in Section 4.
Theorem 2.4. For every constant 0 < ε ≤ 1/100 and a sufficiently large integer n the
following holds. Suppose that 10 lnn
εn
≤ p < 1 and P is a monotone increasing graph property
which is (p, ε)-resilient. Then, in the
(
2 : ε
60p
)
Walker–Breaker game on Kn, Walker has
a strategy to build graph W on V (Kn) such that for her random generated subgraph H we
have that H ∈ P with high probability.
To prove Theorem 2.4 we will use an auxiliary MinBox game which is motivated by the
study of the degree game [7]. The MinBox(n,D, α, b) game is a Maker–Breaker game
played on n disjoint boxes F1, ..., Fn each of order at least D. Maker claims 1 element and
Breaker claims b elements in each round. Maker wins the game if she succeeds to claim at
least α|Fi| elements in each box Fi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
The number of elements in box F claimed so far by Maker and Breaker are denoted by
wM(F ) and wB(F ), respectively. The box F is free if there are elements in it still not
claimed by any of the players. If wM(F ) < α|F |, then F is active box. For each box F we
set the danger value to be dang(F ) := wB(F )− b · wM(F ).
Theorem 2.5. [6] Let n, b,D ∈ N, let 0 < α < 1 be a real number, and consider the game
MinBox(n,D, α, b). Assume that Maker plays as follows: In each turn, she chooses an
arbitrary free active box with maximum danger, and then she claims one free element from
this box. Then, proceeding according to this strategy,
dang(F ) ≤ b(lnn+ 1)
is maintained for every active box F throughout the game.
3 The Connectivity Game
Proof of Theorem 1.3. First we present the strategy of Walker and then prove that during
the game she can follow this strategy. By U ⊆ V (Kn) we denote the set of vertices, not
yet visited by Walker, which is dynamically maintained throughout the game. At the
beginning of the game we have U := V (Kn).
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Walker’s strategy. In the first round Walker visits three vertices. She identifies two
vertices v0 and v1 which have maximum degree in Breaker’s graph. Let dB(v0) ≥ dB(v1).
She starts her move in vertex v0 and then, if v0v1 ∈ E(B), she finds a vertex u ∈ U such
that edges v0u and uv1 are free, and claims them. Otherwise, if v0v1 /∈ E(B), she claims
v0v1 and then from v1 moves to some u
′ ∈ U such that dB(u
′) = max{dB(u) : u ∈ U} (ties
broken arbitrarily) and v1u
′ is free.
In every other round Walker visits at least one vertex from U . After Breaker’s move,
Walker identifies a vertex a ∈ U such that dB(a) = max{dB(u) : u ∈ U} (ties broken
arbitrarily). Then Walker checks if there is some vertex y ∈ U such that edges wy and ya
are free, where w is Walker’s current position, and she claims these two edges wy and ya.
If no such vertex y ∈ U exists, then Walker finds an arbitrary vertex y′ ∈ V (Kn), which
could be already visited by Walker, such that edges wy′ and y′a are free. She claims these
two edges. Walker will play at most n− 2 rounds.
In the following we will show that Walker can follow the proposed strategy.
First, we are going to consider the maximum degree in Breaker’s graph B. In every round
Walker visits at least one vertex from U which in that moment has the maximum degree in
B. In order to keep the degrees of vertices in U large during whole game, Breaker needs to
balance the degrees of vertices in U . We can analyse Walker’s strategy through an auxiliary
Box Game, where she takes the role of BoxBreaker. The Box game Box(n, n · (n−1), 2b, 1)
is played on n boxes, each box representing one vertex from U , and containing n − 1 el-
ements, as all edges are free at the beginning of the game. BoxBreaker claims 1 element
per move and BoxMaker claims 2b elements per move.
So, the size of the largest box that BoxMaker could fill within at most n− 2 rounds is
2b
n
+
2b
n− 1
+ ...+
2b
3
≤ 2b(lnn+ 1)−
(
2b
2
+
2b
1
)
= 2b lnn− b. (1)
Now, we are going to prove that Walker can follow her strategy. The proof goes by induction
on the number of rounds. After Breaker’s first move we have that dB(v0) + dB(v1) ≤ b, so
it is obvious that Walker can visit vertices v0 and v1. Suppose that Walker already played
k ≤ n − 3 rounds and visited k + 2 vertices. Suppose that Walker finished this round at
some vertex w and at the end of this round dB(w) ≤ 2b lnn− b.
According to (1), after Breaker’s move in round k + 1, some vertex a ∈ U can have degree
at most 2b lnn− b in B. So,
dB(w) + dB(a) ≤ 4b lnn− 2b < n− 2
and Walker is able to play her (k + 1)st move.
4 The Hamilton Cycle game
In this section we prove Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 1.5. The proof of Theorem 2.4 follows
very closely from the proofs of Theorem 1.5 in [6] and Theorem 2.4 in [4].
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Proof of Theorem 2.4. Walker’s goal is to build a graph W which contains random gener-
ated subgraph H ∼ G(n, p) such that H ∈ P. This means that a.a.s. dH(v) ≥ (1 − ε)np
will hold for each v ∈ V (H), where 0 < ε ≤ 1/100.
Walker’s strategy will be partly deterministic and partly random.
To generate random subgraph, she tosses a biased coin for each edge of Kn independently
at random which succeeds with probability p. When Walker tosses a coin for an edge e, we
say that she exposes the edge e. If the coin tossing brings success for edge e and e /∈ E(B),
Walker includes this edge in subgraph H . With Uv ⊆ N(v, V (Kn)) we denote the set which
contains those vertices u for which the edge vu is still not exposed.
To decide for which edges she needs to toss a coin, Walker identifies an exposure vertex v
(we will explain later how Walker chooses the exposure vertex). If her current position is
different from v, she switches to the deterministic part of the strategy. She finds two edges
which can lead her to the vertex v and which do not belong to E(B).
Once she comes to exposure vertex v, she starts tossing her coin for edges incident with v
and which have not been exposed yet. If she has no success on edge for which she tossed a
coin, she declares her move a failure of type I. If she has success on an edge, but that edge
belongs to E(B), she declares her move a failure of type II. If the edges, which Walker
uses in deterministic moves, have not been exposed yet or if the coin tossing has brought
no success on these edges, then these edges are not included in H .
Since H will be randomly generated subgraph, by using Chernoff-type argument we know
that
P
[
Bin(n, p) <
9
10
np
]
= o
(
1
n
)
for p ≥ 10 lnn
εn
. Thus, by the union bound, it holds that a.a.s.
dH(v) ≥
9
10
np
for all vertices in V (Kn). To prove that Walker is able to generate such subgraphH ∈ P, we
need to prove that the number of failures of type II is relatively small, that is fII(v) ≤ εnp,
for all v ∈ V (H).
Let fI(v) and fII(v) denote the number of failures of type I and type II, respectively, for
the exposure vertex v.
To keep the number of failures of type II small enough, we simulateMinBox(n, 4n, p/2, 4b)
game in which Walker takes the role of Maker. To each vertex v ∈ V (Kn) we assign box
Fv of size 4n at the beginning of the game. Vertex whose box F has the largest danger
dang(F ) = wB(F )− b ·wM(F ) at the beginning of Walker’s move, will be declared by her
as the exposure vertex. Now we describe Walker’s strategy in detail.
Walker’s strategy. Walker’s strategy is divided into two stages.
Stage 1. With w we denote Walker’s current position. Suppose that it is Walker’s
turn to make a move. After every Breaker’s move, she updates the simulated game
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MinBox(n, 4n, p/2, 4b). For each of b edges uv that Breaker claimed in his move, Walker
assumes that he claimed one free element from Fv and one from Fu. Now, Walker identifies
a vertex v for which box Fv has the largest danger value in the simulated game of all free
active boxes. She selects v as the exposure vertex and Maker claims an element of Fv in
the simulated game. If w = v, Walker proceeds with Case 2. Otherwise, Walker proceeds
with Case 1. If no free box exists, then Walker proceeds to Stage 2.
Case 1. Vertex w is not exposure vertex. Walker finds a vertex y ∈ V (Kn) such that
edges wy and yv are free or belong to E(W ), where v is the new exposure vertex. Then,
she moves to vertex v using these edges. If these edges were free and Walker claimed them,
then these edges are now part of the Walker’s graph W . Since Walker did not toss coin for
these edges, they cannot be included in Walker’s random generated subgraph H , yet.
Case 2. Vertex in which Walker is currently positioned is the exposure vertex. Let
σ : [|Uv|] → Uv be an arbitrary permutation on Uv. She starts tossing a biased coin for
vertices in Uv, independently at random with probability of success p, according to the
ordering of σ.
2a. If this coin tossing brings no success, she increases the value of fI(v) by 1 and in
the simulated game MinBox(n, 4n, p/2, 4b) Maker claims 2pn− 1 additional free elements
from Fv or all remaining free elements if their number is less than 2pn − 1. She updates
Uv = ∅ and removes v from all other Uσ(i) for each i ≤ |Uv|. In the real game Walker moves
along some edge which is in E(W ) and then returns to v by using the same edge.
2b. Suppose that first success happen at the kth coin toss.
- If the edge vσ(k) is free, Walker claims this edge and from now on we have that
vσ(k) ∈ E(W ). She moves along this edge twice in order to return to vertex v. Also,
Walker includes this edge in H .
Walker removes v from Uσ(i) and σ(i) from Uv, for all i ≤ k. Maker claims one free
element from box Fσ(k).
- If the edge vσ(k) already belongs to E(W ), Walker moves along this edge twice. She
now includes this edge in random subgraph H . Walker removes v from Uσ(i) and σ(i)
from Uv, for all i ≤ k. Maker also claims one free element from box Fσ(k).
- If the edge vσ(k) belongs to Breaker, then the exposure is a failure of type II. She
increments fII(v) and fII(σ(k)) by 1. She also updates Uv := Uv \ {σ(i) : i ≤ k} and
Uσ(i) := Uσ(i) \ {v} for each i ≤ k. To make her move, Walker uses arbitrary edge vu
from her graph and returns to v by using the same edge.
At the end of Walker’s move in Case 2, the vertex v is not exposure any more.
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Stage 2. Walker tosses her coin on every unexposed edge uv ∈ E(Kn). In case of success,
she declares a failure of type II for both vertices u and v.
Observation 4.1. At any point of Stage 1, there can be at most one exposure vertex.
Claim 4.2. During Stage 1, Breaker claims at most 4b elements in the simulated MinBox
game between two consecutive moves of Maker.
Proof. Suppose that Breaker finished his move in round t and now it is Walker’s turn to
make her move in this round. Let w be Walker’s current position. Walker identifies a free
active box Fv which has the largest danger. Maker claims an element from Fv. If w = v,
Walker will start her exposure process on the edges vv′ with v′ ∈ Uv in round t and then
in the following round, t+1, she will again identify a new exposure vertex and Maker will
claim an element from the corresponding box. In this case between two Maker’s moves,
Breaker claims b edges, that is 2b elements from all boxes. If w 6= v, Walker needs to
play her move deterministically in order to move from w to v and then in round t + 1
she will start her exposure process. After she identifies the new exposure vertex in round
t + 2, Maker will claim an element from the corresponding box. In this case between two
Maker’s moves (in rounds t and t + 2), Breaker claims 2b edges, that is 4b elements from
all boxes.
Claim 4.3. At any point during Stage 1, we have wM(Fv) < (1 + 2p)n and wB(Fv) < n
for every box Fv in the simulated game. In particular, wM(Fv)+wB(Fv) ≤ 4n, thus no box
is ever exhausted of free elements.
Proof. According to Walker’s strategy, the number wM(Fv) increases by one every time
vertex v is the exposure vertex or when coin tossing brings success on edge vv′, where v′ is
exposure vertex and vv′ /∈ E(B). There can be at most n− 1 exposure processes in which
Walker can toss a coin on an edge that is incident with v. So, both cases together can
happen at most n− 1 times.
Also, when Walker declares the failure of type I, wM(Fv) increases by at most 2pn−1. So,
we have
wM(Fv) < n + fI(v) · 2pn.
We claim that failure of type I can happen at most once. This is true, because after the
first failure of type I on v, when Maker receives at most 2pn − 1 additional free elements
from Fv, the box Fv is not active any more. So, Maker will never play on vertex v again.
Therefore, wM(Fv) < n+ 2pn = (1 + 2p)n.
During Stage 1, we have wB(Fv) < n, because Breaker claims an element of Fv in the
simulated game MinBox(n, 4n, p/2, 4b) if and only if in the real game he claims an edge
incident with v. Therefore, wM(Fv) + wB(Fv) ≤ 4n, as stated.
Claim 4.4. For every vertex v ∈ V (Kn), Fv becomes inactive before dB(v) ≥
εn
5
.
Proof. Assume that Fv is an active box such that wB(Fv) = dB(v) ≥
εn
5
. Since wB(Fv) −
4b · wM(Fv) ≤ 4b(lnn + 1), according to Theorem 2.5, it follows that wM(Fv) ≥
wB(Fv)
4b
−
9
(lnn+ 1). With b = ε
60p
we have wM(Fv) ≥ 3pn− (lnn+ 1) > 2pn, where p =
10 lnn
εn
. This
is a contradiction because Fv is active.
Claim 4.5. Walker is able to move from her current position to the new exposure vertex.
Proof. Let w be Walker’s current position at the beginning of some round t and let v be
the new exposure vertex. This means that at the beginning of round t − 1, the box Fw
was active and we had dB(w) <
εn
5
. If Fw is no longer active at the end of round t − 1,
then after Breaker’s move in round t we have dB(w) ≤
εn
5
+ b. We need to show that she
can find a vertex y ∈ V (Kn) such that edges wy and yv are not in E(B). Since Fv is free
active box and taking into consideration the value of b, we have
dB(w) + dB(v) <
2εn
5
+ b < n− 2
and so Walker is able to move to v.
Claim 4.6. For every vertex v ∈ V (Kn) we have that a.a.s. Fv is active, for as long as
Uv 6= ∅. In particular, a.a.s. at the end of Stage 1 all edges of Kn are exposed.
Proof. Suppose that there is a vertex v such that Fv is not an active box and Uv 6= ∅. It
follows that fI(v) = 0 and wM(Fv) ≥
p
2
|Fv|. Maker could increase wM(v) in the moment
when v became exposure vertex, or when Walker had success on edge vv′ where v′ is
exposure vertex. If v was the exposure vertex, the exposure process started after Walker
moved to v. Since fI(v) = 0, this means that Walker had success on some edges incident
with v. Also, every time coin tossing brought success for an edge incident with v, degree
of vertex v increased in H by one. It follows that dH(v) ≥
p
2
|Fv| − 1. By using Chernoff’s
inequality, we have
P[Bin(n, p) ≥ 2np] < e−np/3 = o
(
1
n
)
.
Applying the union bound, it follows that with probability 1 − o(1), there exists no such
vertex.
Suppose that at the beginning of Stage 2 there is an edge uv ∈ E(Kn) which is not exposed.
This means that Uv 6= ∅. So, Fv is an active box and we have that wM(Fv) < 2pn and
wB(Fv) <
εn
5
, according to Claim 4.4. Therefore, since wM(Fv) + wB(Fv) < |Fv|, the box
Fv is free. But this is not possible at the beginning of Stage 2. A contradiction.
Claim 4.7. For every vertex v ∈ V (Kn), a.a.s. we have fII(v) ≤
9
10
εnp.
Proof. Failures of type II happen in Stage 1 in case when Walker has success on edge which
is in E(B). During Stage 1, by Claim 4.4, for as long as the box Fv is active, for some
v ∈ Kn, we have dB(v) <
εn
5
. So, fII(v) is dominated by Bin(m, p) where m =
εn
5
.
Applying a Chernoff argument with p ≥ 10 lnn
εn
we obtain
P
[
Bin(m, p) ≥
9
10
εnp
]
≤
(
eεnp/5
9
10
εnp
) 9
10
εnp
= o
(
1
n
)
.
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The probability that there exists such a vertex is o(1). Thus, a.a.s. fII(v) ≤
9
10
εnp for all
v ∈ V (Kn).
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. When we know that Theorem 2.4 holds, the proof of this theorem
is almost the same as the proof of Theorem 1.6 in [6].
First, note that the property P := “being Hamiltonian” is (p, 1
6
)-resilient.
Let C = C
(
1
6
)
, p = c lnn
n
where c = max{C, 1000}, and let G ∼ G(n, p). Applying
Chernoff’s inequality, we obtain
P
[
dG(v) <
5
6
np
]
< e−
np
72 = o
(
1
n
)
.
Thus, by the union bound, it holds that a.a.s. δ(G) ≥ 5
6
np.
Let R ⊆ G be a subgraph such that dR(v) ≤
1
6
dG(v). For H = G− R we have
dH(v) ≥
5
6
dG(v) ≥
25
36
np >
2
3
np = (1/2 + 1/6)np.
Theorem 2.3 implies that graph H is Hamiltonian.
According to Theorem 2.4, by playing
(
2 : 1
360p
)
game, Walker is able to build a graph W
which contains a random generated subgraph H such that H ∈ P. For p = c lnn
n
it follows
that Walker has a winning strategy in
(
2 : n
360c lnn
)
Walker–Breaker Hamilton Cycle game.
By setting α = 1
360c
, we complete the proof.
5 Concluding remarks
In the (1 : b) Walker–Breaker games, Walker cannot make any spanning structure for any
b ≥ 1. In this paper, we have shown that if we increase Walker’s bias by just one, she can
win both the Connectivity and the Hamilton Cycle game and moreover, the threshold bias
in both games is of the same order of magnitude as in the corresponding Maker–Breaker
games, satisfying the probabilistic intuition.
Analyzing other games. Now that we know that Walker (as Maker) can make span-
ning structures of Kn even when playing against Breaker whose bias is of the order of
magnitude n/ lnn, we are curious to find out what happens in other games involving span-
ning structures. More precisely, we are interested in the Pancyclicity and k-Connectivity
games, for k ≥ 2 and what would be the largest value of b for which Walker can win the
(2 : b) Walker–Breaker version of these games.
Also, one could wonder what happens if we change the board of playing to be the edge set
of a general graph G or some sparse graph.
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A Proof of Theorem 1.4
To prove Theorem 1.4 we need to provide Breaker with a strategy which will enable him
to isolate a vertex from Walker’s graph for given bias b ≥ (1 + ε) n
lnn
. For that, we rely on
the strategy of Breaker in the (1 : b) Maker–Breaker Connectivity game [3], where Breaker
first makes a clique in his graph and then isolates one of the vertices from that clique in
Maker’s graph. Looking from Breaker’s point of view, in the Connectivity game Walker
claiming two edges per move can achieve the same as Maker claiming one edge per move.
Therefore, in order to win in the (2 : b) Walker–Breaker Connectivity game Breaker can
apply the same strategy as Breaker in the (1 : b) Maker–Breaker Connectivity game [3].
Proof. Suppose that Walker begins the game. Breaker’s winning strategy is divided into
two stages.
Stage 1. Breaker builds a clique C of order m =
⌊
b
2
⌋
such that all vertices from C are
isolated in Walker’s graph.
Stage 2. Breaker isolates one of the vertices from C in Walker’s graph.
Now we are going to prove that Breaker can follow his strategy.
Stage 1. Breaker will play at most b/2 moves. Suppose that in round i − 1, where
i ≤ b/2, Breaker built a clique Ci−1, such that all its vertices are isolated in Walker’s
graph. After Walker’s move in round i, Walker’s graph contains at most 2i edges and at
most 2i+ 1 vertices. Since i < n/2− 2, there are at least two vertices u and v outside the
Breaker’s clique which are not incident with Walker’s edges.
Then Breaker can claim the edge uv and 2(i − 1) edges joining uv to V (Ci−1). In this
way he creates clique Ci of order |Ci−1|+ 2. In the round i+ 1, Walker can visit only one
vertex from Ci. After Walker visits some c ∈ Ci, Breaker’s graph still contains a clique C
′
isolated in Walker graph with V (C ′) = Ci \ {c}.
Stage 2. Let C be the Breaker’s clique of order m = |C| after Stage 1. Let c1, c2, ..., cm ∈
C. To isolate some vertex ci ∈ C Breaker needs to claim n−m edges ciu, u ∈ V (Kn)\V (C).
In each round Walker can visit at most one vertex from C, so she will need to play at most
m rounds in Stage 2 to visit all vertices from C. We can use an auxiliary Box Game
Box(m,m · (n−m), b, 1) to estimate whether Breaker can isolate a vertex from his clique
in Walker’s graph in at most m moves. Breaker is the BoxMaker who claims b elements
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per move. Walker, assuming to play the role of BoxBreaker, can claim an element in at
most one unvisited box per move.
It can be verified that m(n − m) < (b − 1)m ln (m− 1) holds for given b and m, and
therefore the condition in Theorem 2.1 is satisfied, so BoxMaker can win the game. This
means that Breaker is able to isolate a vertex in Walker’s graph and thus he wins in the
(2 : b) Walker–Breaker Connectivity game.
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